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Research Interests 

surprising to me that there were still infectious diseases for which there 
were no treatments. When I learned about Arbovax’s technology and 
intention to produce a vaccine for the newly re-emerging threat of Dengue 
Fever, I was immediately on board! In just under four years, we have non-
human primate data on a novel Dengue Virus serotype 2 vaccine that looks 
incredibly promising. With a relatively simple and straight forward design a 
vaccine candidate was created that yielded very strong neutralizing antibody 
responses in Green Monkeys, while not generating antibodies that don’t 
neutralize. This neutralizing vs. non-neutralizing antibody generation is a 
huge problem in the Dengue field, as non-neutralizing antibodies can lead to 
a more severe and often fatal form of Dengue Fever, Dengue Hemorrhagic 
Fever. While we were hoping to see such a phenomenon based on the 
seminal work on Sindbis Virus, actually generating the result in a primate 
model was incredibly exciting. Now we hope to apply the same technology to 
other insect-transmitted viral diseases that currently have no vaccine or 
treatment.  
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Introduction 

Dengue (pronounced DENgue) fever is a 
painful, debilitating mosquito-borne disease 
caused by any one of four closely related 
dengue viruses. These viruses are related 

to the viruses that cause West Nile infection 
and yellow fever. 



symptoms 

 
Symptoms, which 
usually begin four to six 
days after infection and 
last for up to 10 days, 
may include 
• Sudden, high fever 
• Severe headaches 
• Pain behind the 

eyes 
• Severe joint and 

muscle pain 
• Nausea 
• Vomiting 
• Skin rash, which 

appears three to 
four days after the 
onset of fever 

• Mild bleeding (such 
a nose 
bleed, bleeding 
gums, or easy 
bruising) 

 



Causes 

 Four closely related viruses cause dengue fever. The 
viruses are transmitted from Aedes aegypti and Aedes 
albopictus mosquitoes to humans in a viral cycle that 
requires both humans and these mosquitoes. There is no 
human-to-human dengue fever transmission. Once a 
mosquito is infected, it remains infected for its life span. A 
human can infect mosquitoes when the human has a high 
number of viruses in the blood (right before symptoms 
develop). The viruses belong to theFlaviviridae family and 
have an RNA strand as its genetic makeup. Virologists term 
them dengue virus types 1-4 (DENV 1-4). All four 
serotypes are closely related. However, there are enough 
antigenic differences between them that if a person 
becomes immune to one serotype, the person can still be 
infected by the other three serotypes. 



prevention 
To prevent mosquito bites, wear 
long pants and long sleeves. For 
personal protection, use 
mosquito repellant sprays that 
contain DEET when visiting 
places where dengue is 
endemic. There are no specific 
risk factors for contracting 
dengue fever, except living in or 
traveling to an area where the 
mosquitoes and virus are 
endemic. Limiting exposure to 
mosquitoes by avoiding standing 
water and staying indoors two 
hours after sunrise and before 
sunset will help. The Aedes 
aegypti mosquito is a daytime 
biter with peak periods of biting 
around sunrise and sunset. It 
may bite at any time of the day 
and is often hidden inside 
homes or other dwellings, 
especially in urban areas. 

 



Life cycle 

 

 

 

 



Protect your loved ones from                           
dengue fever 
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